The leafs of the WWB tree. It was created in WBC 2019 in Hungary by 120
professional biography workers from 24 different countries

Vision leafs: ”A vision can die if people forget their connection to one another.”
What do we believe in and what should happen that biography work can become visible in every
country in a unique way?
In this work we asked the groups to form sentences and this is what we got:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

To Cultivate collegial circles of care so that Biography work, as it’s own stream can respond
to the times in a living way that supports and protects the Human I
To help self recognition to enable the integration with humanity development
Bringing the undeveloped Social Question in connection with Self-Education into the
Centre (Quality)
Biography as social and research impulse
Integration of the work for all ages and stages – Education, Research, Accessible,
Individual, Corporate, Resources, New tools, national, Family, Autism, Coaching,
Counselling
We reach out and offer a dialogue from heart to heart
Seeking the image of man in the pure sound of meeting – Das urbild des menschen im
klang der begegnung suchen
Build up a solid Foundation (world –law) network to sustain (local-social) become visible
(Individual –I)
Strengthening and nourishing the Finnish Network with individual skills and qualities
ITF – Carry each other to be able to carry yourself
Bridging; Joy; Deepening; Trust –Diversity. Connect own deep will + gifts into togetherness
for the good of humanity
Thou – Touch, Unknown, Love, Wound, Live, Now
Sophia consciousness as a spiritual path in a space of ”I-You_We”
I – Inner movement, Connection, Compassion, In Between, World needs, I serve you,
Community, Individual
Wisdom from the East to the World
Let’s create an open cradle from the different biographical streams, in order to nourish
everyone’s practice, become visible together, allow ongoing transformation and radiate

Scenarios leafs: ”Scenarios are images of future situations which might come true”
The committed person brings an energy, passion and excitement. Caring is personal. It is rooted in
an individual’s own set of values, concerns and aspirations.
In this work we asked the groups to form sentences and this is what we got:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We act as ambassadors for professionalized humanness where ever we are
What transparent processes and organs are needed to develop the worldwide biography
movement serving humanity?
Fellowship dancing through changes
Grounded in a circle of support we dare to allow new impulses to emerge and inform our
creative respons to contemporary life
Based on common foundation. Developing through a living Network. Taking the own
responsibility of our own contribution for BW
Creative individuals joining together to form a Biography Community is a wellspring for
strengthening humanity in the world of artificial intelligence
Starting a process to find an organizational structure for this Worldwide movement
(possibly: NGO)
Esoteric aspects are in the center with a continuous and visible social process
Self education. BW <-> Anthroposophie. Legal Forum? Pain? Quality? Social Process?
Spreading the impuls of Michael out of self awareness to humanity
An Awareness of Transition and Courage to create out of Unknown
Dream the dream of your heart and keep your dream alive. Staying true to desicions. Death
is a gate for life
Dare to delve deeper, care for self & other, share the fruits & seeds
What ever the circumstances, the I has to be active and awake
I, Friede, Peace, Pax
Being in a process creating the true self
To cultivate breath in and out in order to share with the world the fruits of our experience
Move forward with love and selfcare
The strenght of the future flow. Working together between heaven and earth
Anthroposophy serving beyond anthroposophy, Encourage and empower

